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THE IDEA

RASSEL MANIA

Following the initial favourable experiences gathered in the exhibition sec-
tor, our search for a location for further events was successful: Hildesheim 
Nordstadt, Bischofskamp 18. The project is being established and has found 
a home on the premises of the former steel trading company Göttgens. From 
2015 on, Rasselmania will be a new location in Hildesheim.

The hall and exterior exude a unique charm and offer the perfect background 
to cultivate the three major topics of our project: Art, Culture and Dialog.
After all, Rasselmania is a combination of those three sectors. The rooms are 
marvellously suited for a wide range of use, with art always being the main 
focus. The ideas for its use vary from exhibitions to live acts, concerts and 
lectures all the way to workshops and open air events. A major focus will be 
on the field of photography.

Rasselmania is also offers a forum for cultural exchange, challenges and pro-
motes artists, conveys art and regularly invites art lovers to interesting events. 
Rasselmania is a hub for meeting personalities from the art scene: Artists, 
collectors, curators and many others. All this in a casual but very exclusive 
setting, where everyone interested in art is always welcome.

It is a venue for new ideas and those extraordinary projects that do not always 
fit into a standard pattern.
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Since 2015 Rasselmania is
a new location in Hildesheim. 



THE LOCATION

The hall is also excellently suited as rentable space for private or business 
events. This could be anything from parties, pop up shops, exhibitions, auc-
tions or any other imaginable event - including from the commercial sector 
- that fits the overall concept. Rasselmania stands for niveau!

All classic suppliers needed for events of all kinds are included in the network 
of Rasselmania. Catering, lighting, safety, stage equipment and sound are all 
guaranteed to be taken care of by these professional partners.

The association Rasselmania and the commitment of its members are the 
foundation of this project. The goal and purpose of the association is to have 
fun, work with interesting people and to make a mark on the cultural scene. 
Fair and stress-free treatment, goal-oriented work and a good blend of expe-
riences are the key components of our cause.

We are not a gallery. Not are we a museum. Not just a room.

We are RASSELMANIA.

A space of art, expression, 
installation, culture and dialog
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